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Erdogan’s latest spat with the West, amid a deteriorating domestic economy, threatens the 

long-term stability of his country. What is Erdogan trying to accomplish by going toe-to-toe 

with the United States? 

 

Erdogan has badly miscalculated the capacities of his “tough” Islamic posture. He won the 

election that allows him to impose more authoritarianism on his country, gambling on the 

loyalty of the Moslem conservative segment of the electorate, and he apparently thinks this 

victory enables him on the international level as well.  

Nothing is father from the truth. If anything, his dabbling with dictatorship has exacerbated 

Western dislike of his methods and is depleting Turkey’s already small international diplomatic 

capital much faster than he thought possible.  

Specifically pertaining to US-Turkish relations, Erdogan has miscalculated President Trump 

badly. Unlike his predecessors, Donald Trump isn’t limited by traditional diplomatic habits and 

practices. On his watch, the pro-Turkey lobby in the State Department and elsewhere in the US 

government is losing ground fast. Erdogan’s own lashing out at Washington adds momentum to 

this trend.   

The Turkish president acts very much like any other tin-horned Third World dictator: mass 

rallies, where he can rouse the chanting devout with promises Allah will deliver the Turkish 

economy, growing suppression of opponents, refusal to heed the lessons of basic economics, 

and lots of hollow defiance as instinctive reaction to Turkey’s inherent weakness and lack of 

firm strategic partnerships. 

By crudely bashing the US, Erdogan may be setting the foundations of his own demise. This is 

a gamble that can go south at any moment and, obviously, the self-appointed sultan does not 

have the presence of mind to assess the real costs of this empty bravado. 
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Turkey though has not lost her geostrategic importance. Is Washington prepared for a major 

strategic about-face in the Middle East?  

 

Almost two years into the Trump presidency the international constants we’ve been used to 

since 1945 have either weakened or abruptly reshaped.  

A significant part of this far ranging shakedown includes American-European relations and 

NATO. Trump is openly critical of the EU and shows no particular appreciation for NATO, the 

organization all Europeans still see as the cornerstone of postwar US-European relations.  

Turkey has always manipulated NATO to bolster her presumed “irreplaceability” as the 

forward “bastion” of the West on the Asiatic rim. This “irreplaceability” though may be  

wearing out fast thanks to Erdogan’s grandiose schemes of resurrecting the Ottoman empire.   

Turkey’s military interference in Syria coupled with open challenges to US military presence 

there have led even traditional Ankara friends in Washington to pause and think. And 

Erdogan’s threats to “reassess” Turkey’s relations with NATO have little impact on an 

American president who already has a dim view of NATO’s strategic worth anyway.  

From the point of view of the current White House, Turkey’s significance, based on postwar 

traditions, is hardly bulletproof. To add to Ankara’s troubles, Trump’s intense rejection of 

illegal immigration hardly dovetails with Erdogan’s constant threats of allowing masses of 

Moslem illegal immigrants to swamp Europe.  

While the American president does not seem particularly concerned about the impact on 

Europe of any such Turkish move “on the ground,” his commitment to the principle of secure 

borders allows no room for ignoring any Turkish move to undermine an international standard 

of border inviolability by using undocumented aliens as a weapon. 

Furthermore, Erdogan’s on-and-off open flirting with Moscow has already led Trump to delay 

delivery of the F-35 fighter jet to Turkey. Ankara’s stated intention of buying the Russian S-

400 air defense system has also sat badly with both the White House and the US Congress. 

Although Trump’s approach to Vladimir Putin continues to baffle many in Washington, there is 

little doubt any open embrace between Ankara and Moscow will put Turkey on an untenable 

position (a prospect which Erdogan appears willing to risk without much thought about long-

term consequences on Turkish security).  

Similarly, Erdogan’s warming toward Tehran wins Turkey no brownie points in the American 

capital. Washington is already in the process of imposing sanctions on Iran and cutting it off 

from the international financial system. Helping Iran bypass American sanctions would drive 

Erdogan deeper into the diplomatic hole he has already dug for himself.   

All these facts combine into a developing fundamental change of US policy toward Turkey. 

Erdogan would be ill-advised to ignore these shifting sands if he values his political longevity, 

not to mention his country’s stability. 

 

 

 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/donald-trump-interview-cbs-news-european-union-is-a-foe-ahead-of-putin-meeting-in-helsinki-jeff-glor/
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/8522807-181/no-shove-but-trump-body
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/trump-signs-defense-bill-delaying-f-35-sale-to-turkey-1.6382041
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/trump-signs-defense-bill-delaying-f-35-sale-to-turkey-1.6382041
https://www.axios.com/trump-administration-iran-sanctions-swift-financial-messaging-8fae6cd6-11c9-42a8-9d5b-6d3140a7ae83.html
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Erdogan escalated the diplomatic spat over Andrew Brunson, the American pastor now 

jailed in Turkey. What does he hope to achieve? 

 

Erdogan’s hubris remains the driving force behind such tactics. But what has escaped the 

neophyte sultan’s attention again, is the completely altered US political setting and the 

priorities of President Trump. 

The Brunson case is only the most prominent sign of Erdogan’s returning to the Ottoman 

practice of taking hostages to “negotiate” diplomatic solutions. Ever since the failed coup of 

July 2016 (which many believe was an event staged by the Turkish dictator himself to boost his 

popularity) Turkish security thugs have been roaming abroad abducting Turkish citizens to 

bring them back to the motherland and throw them in prison. By one account, this hunt for 

“enemies” has netted at least 80 “suspects” across 18 countries.  

Brunson is not the only US citizen being held in Turkey; there is a dozen others whose 

imprisonment hasn’t mobilized American diplomacy as Brunson has. The reason for this rather 

unseemly difference is that the pastor is an Evangelical Christian. American Evangelists form a 

critical element of Trump’s political base. The White House is eager to demonstrate the proper 

urgency in Brunson’s case, especially in view of the upcoming November US mid-term 

elections.  

Erdogan initially hoped to exchange Brunson for the shadowy cleric Fethullah Gulen, his bitter 

enemy residing in Pennsylvania as a “guest,” and, later, for Reza Zarrab, a Turkish-Iranian 

wealthy gold trader turned US Government witness in a federal case against Turkish bankers 

charged with conspiracy to help Iran evade US sanctions.  

Zarrab has implicated Erdogan personally in the Iran sanctions scandal and has testified in 

court that he, Zarrab, paid tens of millions of dollars in bribes to two Turkish cabinet ministers. 

Judging from the Zarrab case, and Trump’s personal demand for Brunson’s immediate and 

unconditional release, Erdogan’s gamble has disastrously backfired—and this failure is already 

driving the Turkish economy deeper into the international finance no-man’s-land the neophyte 

sultan has already pushed his country into. A New York Times op-ed, supposedly authored by 

Erdogan, repeating the usual platitudes about how Turkey is being allegedly mistreated by her 

Western allies has fallen on deaf (American) ears. 

 

What’s next then for Turkey? Is Erdogan capable of rising to the occasion? What are his 

alternatives? 

 

To begin with alternatives, Erdogan has very few, if any.  

His maniacal reach for even more concentrated personal power has blinded him to realities both 

domestically and abroad. His disastrous “understanding” of economics, and his preposterous 

“reassurances” to the Turkish people that Allah, and not the capitalist markets, decide Turkey’s 

destiny, leave no room for rational negotiation with Ankara.  

It looks as if Turkey’s age-long international relations tactic of provoking, demanding, 

blackmailing, and lying is reaching its unavoidable outer limit. Erdogan’s “threat” of distancing 

https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/evqm5e/turkeys-spy-agency-has-secretly-abducted-80-turkish-citizens-living-abroad
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/07/world/europe/turkey-american-detainees.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/10/opinion/turkey-erdogan-trump-crisis-sanctions.html
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Turkey from the West to look elsewhere for alliances is hollow as it is unrealistic given the way 

he has succeeded in boxing his country in.  

His chief “threat,” namely converging with Vladimir Putin, is a gamble already lost. 

Outwardly, Turkey still appears one of Moscow’s chosen partners. Erdogan’s spat with Trump 

has attracted the usual Russian opportunistic commentary of America “abandoning diplomacy” 

and resorting to strong arming her “allies.” Privately, however, Putin is much less enthusiastic, 

especially because of Ankara’s opposition to the Assad regime, now a permanent Russian 

vassal to be defended unconditionally.  

Turkey’s dangerous and haphazard “anti-terrorist” (read: ‘anti-Kurdish) military play in Syria 

never went down well with the Russians—and the next developing crisis, centering on the 

Syrian enclave of Idlib, a hub for jihadist groups, could turn into a painful humiliation for the 

neophyte sultan in his effort to be a Russian “ally,” and a key member of the Big Boys Club, 

without abandoning her fanatical Islamist friends.  

With Assad sending his army to advance on this city of approximately 2.5 million, as part of 

his reclaiming large swaths of his country, Ankara needs to decide what to do with the jihadists, 

caught in the city, whom she has consistently aided and abetted as a counterweight to the 

Kurds.  

To make matters worse for Ankara, the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) is in quiet 

cooperation talks with the Assad regime and, thus, Turkey faces a recurring nightmare: a 

Kurdish power base in northern Syria right across the Turkish-Syrian border. Any such alliance 

of convenience between Damascus and the Kurds, blessed almost certainly by Putin, would 

jeopardize Erdogan’s “victory” in Afrin and Manbij, two cities the Kurds conceded to Turkey 

earlier this year (only with Russian approval), and reignite Turkish fears of a massive Kurdish 

insurgency flaring up inside her own territory.  

At the end of the day, Erdogan’s crowning success is trapping his country into dire straits from 

which there is no escape without disastrous consequences. With the door to Washington shut; 

with the Turkish economy in a downward spiral; with the prospect of the erosion of Erdogan’s 

personal domestic appeal a growing reality; and with an indecisive and lukewarm Europe, but a 

Europe growing increasingly restive with Erdogan’s antics, Ankara’s options approach the 

point of no return. 

Would Erdogan read the signs correctly? Judging from his behavior so far, the answer should 

be an unequivocal “No.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.voanews.com/a/syrian-rebel-enclave-threatens-turkish-syria-conflict/4525136.html
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